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American multiport valve manual

Welcome Back, Students! Today we look at Multiport Valve, define the pipe functions, or valve settings to know who to use, and when and why to use them. Several pipes are called multi-ports because inside the valve, there are multiple ports that allow the water to move in multiple directions. Pool water still enters the PO Port Valve, but depending on the handle position, the
water enters the filter tank of the top bulkhead or bottom bulkhead. Also dependent on the position of sleeves, water from the hose either uses the skin RETURN or the WASTE port. 1. The FILTER position: This is the normal setting for your filter valve. Water crawl out of the pool by pump your pool and push into the PO skin port through the multiply pipe where it enters the filter
tank. On sand filters, water enters the top of the tank, and for TWO filters, water enters the bottom of the tank. After passing through the filtered media, the water exits the tank again to the multiply pipe, left to return to the port, and back to your pool. Another usage of the Environment filters is while the vacuum pool of debris large enough for the filter or pump basket to remove.
You'll want to use the next environment if vacuum die alg, sixty mud or flocutorial treatments, or other fine filtered materials fine blocked. 2. The WASTE Position: The most common scenario in which you would use a pipe multiply waste environment is when lowering pool water levels. Waste the various water pumped in from your pool from the filter and sent it directly from the
people behind, without even entering the filter tank. It's one of two 'Bypass' settings on a multiply pipe. The other common example of where you would use the Waste environment is when you're vacuum debris that is too fine for the filtered media to capture. Have you ever vacuum your pool on Filter setting only notice a few hours later that a fine, almost sand-like sediment
collected at the bottom of your pool? This is not uncommon for sand filters, which may have snare problems of very tiny particles. 3. The LOCK position: Simple enough, Close is a position that will not water letters enter the pipe, and the most rarely used position of all. The pool pump never should turn on when the MPV (pool guy shorthand) is in 'Locked the position, something
could have headed out! Closed position is sometimes used when going up suction lines during winter, to direct color when back in the pool. It could also be used to stop water flow in the tank for filters below water levels. In both cases however, there are usually other pipes that can be used to accomplish the same thing.  4. The BACKWASH Position: Backwash the setting to
reverse the color of water in and out of the filtered tank. During normal on the environment filter, water moves through the filter in one direction - top to bottom for sand filters, and bottom top for TWO filters. When the MPV handle moves 180° to the Backwash position, reverse water flow is entered and exits the filtered tank. And, when the water leaves tanks to filter and re-enter
the MPV, it is directed from the waste skin, instead of the skin RETURN port. Backwash a filter when pressure measures the reading 7-9 psi above the clean operating pressure. Running the pump for 2-4 minutes, disposer of an airplane in it until the water in the glass eye, or at the end of these people, is not messy or cloud. 5. Position of RECIRCULATE: Recirculate the
environment is another environment bypass such as Waste, where the water does not enter the filter tank at all. After the water enters the MPV it makes a quick U-turn, and exits the pipes from the port RETURN port, return to the unfiltered pool. The best use of the Recirculate position is when your pool filter is broken, leaks or otherwise cannot be used. In many such cases, the
Recirculate position will allow you to at least circulate with the water chlorinate, to prevent stagnation and alcohol, until the filter can be repaired or replaced. This position can also be used when lying out the lines, to avoid pressure when necessary inside the filter tank. Recirculate also uses air to add alum or other float to improve water keys. 6. The RINSE Position: If you have
ever vacuume your pool spot, and then after backwashing, send a cloud of dirty water to the pool, we have an app for that – Rinse puts on a multiply valve. This position moves water from tank to filter in the normal direction (top to bottom for sand, bottom top for DE), but when the water re-enters the MPV, it steer out the WASTE's port, not RETURN. The rational position is used
after backwashing a sand filter, flush out or shingize beds in the sand of remaining dishes. 15-20 seconds is all that is required to re-set and shrab a filtered sand bed. TWO filters with small holes in the grid or cracks in the manifold can also benefit from a ulcer after backwashing, but outside of that, Ulrich is not normally used after backwashing TWO filters. 7. The WINTER
Position: The winter or winter setting is used when it's time to close your pool for the season. You'll notice that this position is not actually a position at all, but is somewhere in-between two positions – there is no groove closing the handle in place. What the winter position does is to 'prop-up' the various types (aka rotor or footpad), raising it above the 'multi-skin' inside the valve. In
this position, with the internal spring compressed, the diverse remains in a suspended position all winter, which was held 1/4 skin valve. This allows space for any water trapped inside the valve to expand into ice during towels, without splitting the body valve. Multiport pipes are available at top mount design mount with flange attachments for sand filters, and in a side design
mounted with bulkhead syndicate, for sand and TWO filters. Multiports are full of featured, but may require Multiport Valve repair from time to time. We have a full selection of multi pipe parts, and filter valve hollow rebuild, which has roasted, o-rings and seals. One more TIP: Make sure you always close the pump before turning the MPV handle. Changing positions while the pump
running can damage the pipes, or cause something to be tinning out under pressure. Slammed classes! Dr Pool Manufacturer in a wide range of products including Multiport Valve, Automatic Multiport Valve, Top Monted Multiport Valve, Sand Filter Multiport Valve and Multiport Valve. Interested in this product? Our company has set up benchmark in offering Manual Multiport Valve
customers. Manual Multiport Valve is largely required for excellent finishing and corrosion resistance nature. Offer range has inlet and dash of axles precisely the same with syndicate building. This product is very useful in many industrial applications. Features: RigidAcurate Dimensions Information: SOLO - Front Face (Multiport Valve) 25NBULTIPORT VALV20 NB FILTER20 NB
SOFTNER25 NB FILTER (FF)25 NB SOFTNER (FF)25 NB FILTER (SM)25 NB SOFTNER (SM)25 NB SOFTNER(DM) NB FILTER(TM) 40 NB SOFTNER (TM) 40 NB FILTER (SM) 40 NB SOFTNER (SM) 65 NB FILTER (SM) Type SYNDICATE NB SOFTNER (SM) Type Union Type 65 NB Filter SM Flange Type20 NB Auto Valve25 NB Auto Valve Auto Valve View Full Details
interested in this product? Our company masters the art of offering Automatic Multiport Valve to customers. Automatic Multiport Valve is used extensively to simplify the tapping system as well as in transfer lines for various liquid directions. Offer Range has ergonomic design and is able to provide the best performance for years. This product carefully checks stringly on certain
quality parameters. Features: Easy to installGood qualityAcurate info dimensions: UKL - Top Mounted (Multiport Valve) 40NB Softener View full detail interested in this product? Our company has achieved insurretors in offering top Monted Multiport Valve to customers. Top mounted Multiport Valve has solid construction that provides an edge in this product on similar range
available to market. Offer range is well tested before delivery for the respected customer satisfaction. Features: Rugged designFree from faulty maintenance information: AAA – Top Mounted (Multiport Valve) 40NB Filter view completes details interested in this product? Our company is the biggest illegal name in offering Sand Filter Multiport Valve customers. FilterEd Multiport
Valve is precision dimension and is in compliance with set quality standards. Offers range widely required amongst customers for exclusive features such as rigid construction, excellent finishing and corrosion resisting. Dimensional functionality Without MaintenanceSturdy View full detail interested in this product? Multiport ValvAdditional Information: View Details Completed
welcome back, students! Today we look at Multiport Valve, define the pipe functions, or valve settings to know who to use, and when and why to use them. Several pipes are called multi-ports because inside the valve, there are multiple ports that allow the water to move in multiple directions. Pool water still enters the PO Port Valve, but depending on the handle position, the
water enters the filter tank of the top bulkhead or bottom bulkhead. Also dependent on the position of sleeves, water from the hose either uses the skin RETURN or the WASTE port. 1. The FILTER position: This is the normal setting for your filter valve. Water crawl out of the pool by pump your pool and push into the PO skin port through the multiply pipe where it enters the filter
tank. On sand filters, water enters the top of the tank, and for TWO filters, water enters the bottom of the tank. After passing through the filtered media, the water exits the tank again to the multiply pipe, left to return to the port, and back to your pool. Another usage of the Environment filters is while the vacuum pool of debris large enough for the filter or pump basket to remove.
You'll want to use the next environment if vacuum die alg, sixty mud or flocutorial treatments, or other fine filtered materials fine blocked. 2. The WASTE Position: The most common scenario in which you would use a pipe multiply waste environment is when lowering pool water levels. Waste the various water pumped in from your pool from the filter and sent it directly from the
people behind, without even entering the filter tank. It's one of two 'Bypass' settings on a multiply pipe. The other common example of where you would use the Waste environment is when you're vacuum debris that is too fine for the filtered media to capture. Have you ever vacuum your pool on Filter setting only notice a few hours later that a fine, almost sand-like sediment
collected at the bottom of your pool? This is not uncommon for sand filters, which may have snare problems of very tiny particles. 3. The LOCK position: Simple enough, Close is a position that will not water letters enter the pipe, and the most rarely used position of all. The pool pump never should turn on when the MPV (pool guy shorthand) is in 'Locked the position, something
could have headed out! Close position sometimes used wet suction lines during winter, to steer the air flow back into the pool. It could also be used to stop water flow in the tank for filters below water levels. In both cases however, there are usually other pipes that can be used to accomplish the same thing.  4. The BACKWASH Position: Backwash the setting to reverse the color
of water in and out of the filtered tank. During normal filtering, on the Filter environment, water moves through the filter in one direction - top to bottom for sand filters, and bottom top for TWO filters. When the MPV handle moves 180° to the Backwash position, reverse water flow is entered and exits the filtered tank. And, when the water leaves tanks to filter and re-enter the MPV,
it is directed from the waste skin, instead of the skin RETURN port. Backwash a filter when pressure measures the reading 7-9 psi above the clean operating pressure. Running the pump for 2-4 minutes, disposer of an airplane in it until the water in the glass eye, or at the end of these people, is not messy or cloud. 5. Position of RECIRCULATE: Recirculate the environment is
another environment bypass such as Waste, where the water does not enter the filter tank at all. After the water enters the MPV it makes a quick U-turn, and exits the pipes from the port RETURN port, return to the unfiltered pool. The best use of the Recirculate position is when your pool filter is broken, leaks or otherwise cannot be used. In many such cases, the Recirculate
position will allow you to at least circulate with the water chlorinate, to prevent stagnation and alcohol, until the filter can be repaired or replaced. This position can also be used when lying out the lines, to avoid pressure when necessary inside the filter tank. Recirculate also uses air to add alum or other float to improve water keys. 6. The RINSE Position: If you have ever vacuume
your pool spot, and then after backwashing, send a cloud of dirty water to the pool, we have an app for that – Rinse puts on a multiply valve. This position moves water from tank to filter in the normal direction (top to bottom for sand, bottom top for DE), but when the water re-enters the MPV, it steer out the WASTE's port, not RETURN. The rational position is used after
backwashing a sand filter, flush out or shingize beds in the sand of remaining dishes. 15-20 seconds is all that is required to re-set and shrab a filtered sand bed. TWO filters with small holes in the grid or cracks in the manifold can also benefit from a ulcer after backwashing, but outside of that, Ulrich is not normally used after backwashing TWO filters. 7. The WINTER Position:
The winter or winter setting is used when it's time to close your pool for the season. You'll notice that position is not actually a position at all, but is somewhere in-between two positions - there is no closing groove sleeve in place. What the winter position does is to 'prop-up' the various types (aka rotor or footpad), raising it above the 'multi-skin' inside the valve. In this position, with
the internal compressed spring, the diverse remains in a suspended position all winter, which is held 1/4 above the pipe body skin. This allows space for any water trapped inside the valve to expand into ice during towels, without splitting the body valve. Multiport pipes are available at top mount design mount with flange attachments for sand filters, and in a side design mounted
with bulkhead syndicate, for sand and TWO filters. Multiports are full of featured, but may require Multiport Valve repair from time to time. We have a full selection of multi pipe parts, and filter valve hollow rebuild, which has roasted, o-rings and seals. One more TIP: Make sure you always close the pump before turning the MPV handle. Changing positions while the pump running
can damage the pipes, or cause something to be tinning out under pressure. Slammed classes! Doctor Pool
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